PRODUCT DATASHEET

Waterproof Flashlight 2D

WP251
Asia Pacific Region

A fully waterproof light, the WP251 is perfect for short-term underwater use. No water will get into the light for 30 minutes when immersed to a 1-meter depth. The push button switch is easy to operate and the attached lanyard can hang from nearby objects for hands-free operation. In addition, the krypton lamp provides strong illumination for 11 hours between battery changes.

Waterproof:
- Use safely in wet conditions
- Meets IEC 60529 IPX7 standard
- Floats (when used with Carbon Zinc batteries)

Bright:
- Krypton bulb provides strong light (Krypton bulb performs up to 70% brighter than standard bulb)

Convenient:
- Push button switch

Handy:
- Lanyard keeps light within reach
- Compact size

Run Time
700 mA Continuous Drain to 0.9v Per Battery (21°C)
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